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ABSTRACT

The Norse who settled Greenland mostly did so in two principal regions, referred to as the
Eastern Settlement and the Western Settlement. While written sources provide a narrative
about the beginning of the colonization, very few sites have been identified and confirmed as
having been settled in the landnám period, broadly defined here as the period 950 to 1050 AD
through archaeological excavations. With the application of modern techniques, namely
radiocarbon dating, absolute data is now available for some of them. This thesis presents 25
sites, 21 from the Eastern settlement and 4 from the Western settlement, where radiocarbon
samples indicate early settlement. The aim is to illustrate how limited the evidence is about
the beginning of settlement in Greenland and how little is known for certain about the late
Viking Age in this area.
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ÁGRIP

Á Grænlandi byggðu norrænir menná tveimur meginsvæðum, sem kölluðust Eystri- og
Vestribyggð. Frá landnáminu er sagt í yngri ritheimildium en þó miklar fornleifarannsóknir
hafi verið gerðar á Grænlandi eru tiltölulega fáir staðir sem hægt er að tímasetja til
landnámsaldar, sem hér er skilgreint sem tímabilið milli 950 og 1050 e.Kr. Með nútíma
aðferðum, þá sérstaklega kolefnisaldursgreiningu, er þó hægt að benda á nokkra slíka. Í
þessari ritgerð er gerð grein fyrir 25 stöðum, 21 í Eystribyggð og 4 í Vestribyggð, þar sem
kolefnisaldursgreining bendirtil að búseta hafi hafist um 1000. Markmið ritgerðarinnar er að
draga fram hve takmarkað magn upplýsinga er til um landám norænna manna á Grænlandi,
og hve lítið er í raun vitað um síðari hluta víkingaaldar þar þó jafnan sé gengið út frá því að
grænlenskar fornleifar varpi ljósi á þann tíma.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Based on written sources the Norse colonization of Greenland began at the end of the
10th century1. It concentrated in two principal regions - the Eastern settlement with 560
ruins and the Western Settlement with 75.2 A ruin group is a site consisting of ruins
identified as Norse of origin and may be a farm or a shieling or just isolated structures.3
A farm is typically a site with ‘more ruins, at least one characterized as a dwelling and a
grassy area definable as a homefield.’4 The problem in debating the number of farms is
distinguishing between a farm and a minor farm- some do possess dwelling capabilities
and a homefield, but ‘are in all other respects so insignificant that they can hardly
represent more than temporary or intermittent habitation. Such sites can be regarded as
short-term experiments or as cottages, dependent on a larger farm, which had either
intermittent or simply small-scale occupation.’5 Vésteinsson also places the number of
farms in the Eastern settlement to 265 permanent farms, 80 minor farms, and 155 other
sites.6 As we will see below the example of E168 illustrates this problem.
After sites were discovered, they have been marked with either E or W (Ø and V in
Danish), depending on which of the two regions they belong to. As will be seen below,
some of them have been excavated, some have published plans of surface features, but
most have only brief descriptions. This limits the scope of the data that could be
gathered in order to gain a wider narrative and as Keller mentions in his PhD thesis,
most archaeological research has been concentrated on the excavation of a few major
sites.7
The aim of this thesis is to present a catalogue of sites where there is firm evidence for
settlement in the initial period. The analysis of the archaeological research of the
Eastern settlement will be put under consideration first. This area covers some 15000
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km2 in total, stretching from Ikigaat (Herjólfsnes) in the south to Ivittuut in the north.8
22 sites which are presented in this thesis are found in this area. The second region, the
Western settlement, will follow with only 4 presented sites. It is located 450 kilometres
further north, in the area of modern-day Nuuk. The aim of this research is to illustrate
just how little research there is regarding the initial period of settlement in Greenland.
The most consistent and widely available evidence that can confirm early settlement is
radiocarbon dating. Carbon dating is an age-determining method where an organic
sample is taken and analysed in a laboratory, according to the properties of radiocarbon
(14C), which is a radioactive isotope of carbon. During its life an organism, animal or a
plant, is constantly exchanging carbon either through the atmosphere or its diet. When it
dies, the carbon exchange stops and the amount of 14C it contains starts to decrease at a
steady rate. When a sample is analysed, the amount of
and the less

14

14

C it still contains is measured

C found in the sample, the older it is. The samples are presented with

sigma 1 (68.2% certainty) or sigma 2 (95% certainty) ranges. As we will see in the
discussion section, a given sample might appear older according to its radiocarbon
levels than it actually is. This is due to the carbon exchange reservoir, a collective term
encompassing the atmosphere, biosphere and the oceans in which carbon is distributed.
These reservoirs can store carbon affecting the organic remains. Such samples have
higher carbon values and therefore appear older.
The catalogue lists sites where radiocarbon dates indicate early settlement. Firstly, I will
present each archaeological site briefly and secondly, the actual dates will be presented
with reference to the specific objects that were dated. Because this thesis deals with the
beginning of the settlement, the period of the initial landnám will serve as the time
frame of presented dates- from the year 950 to 1050 AD. As a standard, sigma 2 range
of the dating results will be used. In cases where the sigma 2 range results have not been
published, sigma 1 range will be used. If dated samples found at the site are younger
than the initial period, they will be included if their median value does not exceed the
year 1050 AD with sigma 2 range. If sigma 2 range is not available, the same rule will
apply for sigma 1 range. The samples will be numbered at each site and presented in the
discussion section in a table. Table 1 will focus on the Eastern settlement, while table 2
will focus on the Western. Additionally, objects found will be presented as well if they
contribute in any way to the dating of the site.
8
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In order to navigate through various archaeological research done in the past, a few
older publications will be used containing typological information such as the works of
Roussell and Vebæk. This will be complemented by more recent works of McGovern,
Albrethsen, Lynnerup, Arneborg and others. Finally, Madsen’s recent PhD thesis on the
Vatnahverfi region will be used since it is the most comprehensive collection of data
regarding archaeological investigations in Norse Greenland. His work, submitted in
2014, was completed under the Vatnahverfi Project, which investigated regional level
Norse settlements and their cultural and economic patterns. As Madsen points out
Vatnahverfi was one of the core areas of Norse settlement. In addition, unpublished
material will be used as well, namely in the form of field reports from various
excavations. When dealing with the latter, the context of the excavations or samples
taken are sometimes difficult to ascertain, or the information is missing all together. As
a result, the thesis includes some unverifiable data collected from these reports. The
information lacking is highlighted in every case.

3

2. LIST OF SITES

2.1 Eastern Settlement
- E1, Nunataaq
Presentation of the site
The site was first located by Bruun in 1895 with 21 ruins present. Next to the dwelling
(ruin I) lies the church (ruin 1a) which was described in 1971 by Albrethsen in a trial
excavation and is a part of a larger complex.9 It measures about 12 x 5-6 meters and is
surrounded by a rectangular churchyard dyke. Excavations in the churchyard resulted in
samples of skeletons and fragments of garments10. It is classified as a high- status farm.
This was a trench excavation.
Dated sample
Charcoal birch was found and dated to the very beginnings of the landnám era. While
other samples that yielded late results were found at the churchyard, it is unknown from
the published material where the presented sample is found.
1) AAR-8295 Betula cf. Pubescens (birch) 1165 ± 43 BP, cal 781-958 AD (1σ)
It would seem that this dated sample indicates activity in the early landnám era. A
sample of human bone was dated to 1412-1438 AD (AAR-858511) which in turn
indicates that the site was occupied from the beginning to the end of the settlement.
- E2, Tasiusaq
Presentation of the site
The site was first noted by Holm in 1883 and was partly excavated by Bruun in 1896
(he excavated the dwelling, ruin VI). It consists of 31 ruins and could possibly represent
two farms (eastern and western), each with a dwelling, and neighboring byres. A
longhouse is located at the western farm and a passage house in the center of the eastern
farm. Animal bones were located in 1896 in a midden next to the passage house, but
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aside from compiling a species list, they were otherwise unanalyzed12. In 2004 Edwards
et.al. located shallow peat deposits in close proximity to the Norse ruins at Tasiusaq,
where pollen samples were collected. The site was classified as two medium sized
farms. This was a trench excavation.
Dated sample
Edwards states that ‘the sampling location was a small Carex rariflora mire located
close to a small stream in a narrow valley approximately 500 meters west of the major
concentration of the ruins.’13 One sample of helodium moss was dated to the landnám
era.
2) SUERC-8916 Helodium blandowii (Blandow's helodium moss) 1050 ± 35 BP, cal
890–1030 AD (2σ)
Norse landnám is said to be evident at the TAS-2/3a zone boundary (see fig.6 and table
3 in Edwards et.al.14). Age–depth modelling and wiggle matching place the most likely
date for this horizon at AD 950– 1020, indicating that the farm at Tasiusaq was
established during the very early stages of the Norse colonization of Greenland. The
rapid (near instantaneous) decline in Betula glandulosa pollen and increases in pollen
from Poaceae and other herbs across the TAS-2/3a boundary, implies the replacement
of dense scrub vegetation with grassland heath or steppe communities15.
Edwards et.al. conclude that ‘burning may have played a role in scrub clearance in order
to create space for hay-fields and pasture for grazing animals- the C:P ratio rises
significantly from the point at which Betula glandulosa declines. This would be
consistent with evidence from the Western Settlement where the impact of burning at
landnám is evident as a charcoal layer under Norse ruins and in peat bogs.’16
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- E17a Narsaq
Presentation of the site
The site is on the Saqqaq plain, close to the modern town of Narsaq. Vebæk argues that
the plain was much bigger and more inviting for farming in the landnám periodestimates of coastal regression range from 50 to 150m since the landnám period.17 10
ruins remain and the biggest focus of the research was on ruin 4, which was interpreted
as a dwelling. It started in 1954 and was finished by 1962 (with breaks in between).
Only the dwelling was excavated which measured 37 by 6-9 meters. It was built in two
phases. It consists of 4 rooms, with room IV being a later addition to the house. Its
function is unclear, but almost certainly it had a close connection to rooms I-III. Room I
was built in the landnám period and was later partitioned into rooms I and II. At the
same time room III was built as well.18 The site was classified as a medium sized farm.
The excavation was done in an open field area.
Dated samples
Vebæk dated the farm archaeologically to around 1000AD, or even 15-16 years older.
His typological argument rests on the shape and phasing of the main building- the fact
that the central room was extended later and that these new additions are presented
differently (rooms II and III are narrower by about 2 meters). In addition to that he used
the artefacts found at the site to determine the age19 which will be discussed below. He
also gathered two samples which will be presented first (both are of charred branches).
Sample 3 was collected from the lower cultural layers of room I and sample 4 was
collected from the stone-set long-fire in room I as well20. Other samples were collected
at the ruin site of the dwelling (ruin IV by the water channel) from the earliest
occupation phase (AU I), or as Vebæk puts it, lower cultural layers. 21 They are of
animal origin and were radiocarbon dated by Arneborg. Most of the samples yielded
late results and only those with early dates will be included (sample 5 and 6).
3) K-5904 Salix glauca (willow) 1010 ± 55 BP, cal 980 -1035 AD (1σ)
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4) K-5905 Betula cf. Pubescens (birch) 1090 ± 40 BP, cal 905-990 AD (1σ)
5) AAR-6107 Sus scrofa (pig) 1240 ± 30 BP, cal (980-1020) AD (1σ)
6) AAR-6109 Ovis aries (domestic sheep) 1140 ± 35 BP, cal 885–975 AD (1σ)
E17a- Narsaq is one of the very few early sites where extensive archaeological research
has been conducted. Vebæk dated the house to the landnám period which was further
supported by radiocarbon dating of more samples from his excavation carried out in
1993. Arneborg’s radiocarbon dates were in keeping with Vebæk’s archaeological and
radiocarbon dating22 in her study about dietary economy23.
Description of finds
Narsaq is famous for its relatively rich finds. However, in this thesis only the finds that
could be traced back to the earliest period of settlement will be presented and
categorized24.
Starting with tools, two wooden awls were found at the site. One of them is pointed on
both ends, the other had a point broken off on one end. Vebæk argues that this latter one
can be dated to the 10/11th centuries based on the ornamentation on it, which he
ascribed to the late Viking Age Ringerike style.25 Three spades were found as well- two
were made of whale bone and one from wood. The fragments of the latter one are
decorated in the same style and can be dated to about the year 1000 AD as argued by
Vebæk.
Four rune sticks were found at the site, marked as Narsaq 1 to 4. The Narsaq 1 stick
with runic inscriptions found in 1953 provided possible evidence of runic use in the
landnám period (c. 985-1025)26. The stick is made of pine and the runes on it are very
well preserved. On the broader sides of the stick (sides A and C) runes are struck from
one end to the other and on the B side the fuþark has been carved. The runes are in the
short twig form and most likely the runes on side B were carved by a different, less
skilled hand than on A and C27. Based on the linguistic evidence (the forth rune on A
side seems to denote an a sound not a o sound) the stick was dated to a period before
22
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102028. Later, that rune denoted only the sound o. One interpretation might go as ‘gods
are on their watch with stormy weather and rough sea. But Bibrau, that virgin who is
sitting in the blue sky, will take care that we reach our destination safely’. The stick
itself was probably intended for some magical purpose and to emphasize the power of
it, the rune alphabet was carved in one of the sides29.
Halldórsson suggests that the Narsaq 1 inscription should be interpreted as a riddle or a
play on words. His interpretation of side A goes as ‘on the sea that seemed to be, which
(you) did not see on the sea’.30 Imer concludes that based on other inscriptions (from
Bergen- N B566 and Trondheim N A162) which include similar interpretations as a
play on words, Narsaq 1 should be considered as such as well. This kind of play on
words was dated to the 12th and 13th centuries31 and the stick represents an early
example of the use of riddles.32 It is also possible that we are dealing with either ‘cryptic
runes or with an inscription that does not make linguistic sense, even though the runes
are carved with such accuracy, that we might expect some meaning. It is also possible
that characters and numbers might be cut for counting, possibly with connection with
feasts and other important events’33.
-E29a Brattahlið, Qassiarsuk
Presentation of the site
The farm is located on the Qassiarsuk plain in Tunuliarfik fjord. Excavations were
conducted in 1932 and 1934 on the main farmhouse and its adjacent church. As
Arneborg states- ‘the ruins at Qassiarsuk have been identified as Eric the Red’s farm
known as Brattahlíð in the Sagas. Erik’s farm developed into one of the largest in Norse
Greenland, and the Qassiarsuk plain is one of the more settled locales. More than 60
ruins- including dwellings, byres, stables, barns, storehouses, workshops, and
enclosures—are scattered over the plain. The site holds 2 churches. A large stone
church was dated after AD 1250–1300 and built on top of an 11–12th-century church.
The other ‘Þjóðhildr’s Church’ lies a short distance from the later church site and is
28
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thought to be the first church on the site, built contemporary with the initial
settlement’34. Samples gathered at the excavation of this small church between 1961 and
1965 were dated35. The small “Þjóðhildr’s Church” building consists of thick turf walls
that are presumed to have surrounded an inner wooden construction and had long
convex sides, a typical feature of Scandinavian architecture in the 11th century36. The
site was classified as a high-status farm. The excavation was done in an open field area.
In addition, an excavation was conducted in the years 2005-2006 in a midden by the
farmhouse (ruin IV). Edvardsson’s report states that ‘it was decided to locate the old
trench from 1932 on the south side where the aerial photograph suggested it would be
easiest and to excavate 4 test trenches, 3 to the northeast and 1 to the southwest of the
1932 trench. Once the south edge of the old trench had been located a 2 x 4- meter
trench would be excavated into the undisturbed midden deposits. The 4 trenches were
all the same size, approximately 1 x 1 meters. Trenches 2 and 5 were abandoned soon
after their excavation had begun due to difficulties in excavating them.’37 Eleven
samples were dated, but only a few came back with landnám dates. As Edvardsson
states, ‘The focus of the 2006 excavation was the midden and structures in front of
E29a.The primary aim of this research was to collect a good sample of artefacts, bone
and other organic material so as to assess the preservation of the site in order to
determine the amount, if any, of un-excavated cultural material, thus warranting further
excavation of the site.The secondary aims were to obtain material for C14 dating to get
a clear picture of the occupation of the site and to gain better understanding of the
economy of the farm in the Medieval period. A part of an old trench in the midden from
1932 was opened at the beginning of the excavation in 2005 and the following year the
trench was extended to the south. There are clearly unexcavated structures in the area
from different periods and between houses there are still undisturbed cultural
deposits.’38 These samples were collected in a trench excavation.

34
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Dated samples
In her paper from 1991, Arneborg already established that dated human skeletons from
the churchyard of this small church fall within the period of 950-1050. Aside from that,
one animal bone was dated as well39. Sample 7 is a human bone and was collected from
the churchyard’s mass grave. Sample 8 is also a human bone and was collected from the
southern side of the churchyard and sample 9- human bone as well, from the northern
side. The cattle bone was collected from the churchyard. The last three samples are from
Edvardsson’s excavation. Sample number 10 was located in trench I and sample
numbers 11 and 12 in trench IV. All three are of cattle bone.40
7) AAR-1267 homo sapiens (human) 1000 ± 46 BP, cal 995–1043 AD (1σ)
8) AAR-1275 homo sapiens (human) 1100 ± 41 BP, cal 894–996 AD (1σ)
9) AAR-1571 homo sapiens (human) 1070 ± 51 BP, cal 909–1017 AD (1σ)
10) AAR-1273 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 1040 ± 80 BP, cal 960–1040 AD (1σ)
11) SUERC-11550 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 1050 ± 35 BP, cal 890–1030 AD (2σ)
12) SUERC-11556 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 1030 ± 35 BP, cal 890– 1120 AD (2σ)
(median cal 1005 AD)
13) SUERC-11557 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 1065 ± 35 BP, cal 890– 1030 AD (2σ)
Arneborg concludes that ‘the date of an ox-bone fragment (purely terrestrial) found in a
mass grave proved that the Norse people and their cattle were present at Brattahlið at
precisely the time (AD 985) mentioned in the Icelandic sagas for Norse arrival
(landnám). Two of the human bones, a male and a female (AAR-1275 and AAR-1571),
yielded similar old ages, but only after the marine correction was applied.’41 Human
bones in her study have showed extreme variations in δ13C values and therefore the
marine correction had to be applied. In order to do so, she used to the program CALIB
3.03. ‘This program calculates the calibration curve valid for a given fraction of marine
food by linear interpolation between the terrestrial tree-ring curve and the smoother

39

Arneborg et al., ‘Change of diet of the Greenland Vikings determined from stable carbon isotope
analysis and 14C dating of their bones’, 46.
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analysis and 14C dating of their bones’, 7.
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marine curve calculated from a global model of the mixed layer of the world ocean. The
100% marine curve used for interpolation is shifted relative to the standard curve by a
constant, ΔR (14C years), which accommodates the deviation in reservoir age of the
local sea from that of the model world ocean, which varies in time around a value of
400 years.’42 Edvardsson also concludes that ‘The C14 dates suggest that the farm was
occupied from 1000 – 1300; however, more C14 samples are needed to verify these
dates.’43
-E33 Qorlortoq Church, Narsaq
Presentation of the site
The ruin group lies about 5 km south of Qinngua, in Qorlortup Itinnera, in the eastern
part of the valley by the coast of Tunulliarfik fjord. It consists of 25 ruins. The church at
the site was first located by Nørlund in 1932 (ruin XVI). It is small and surrounded by
an almost circular dyke44. It is situated close to the dwelling house45 and was excavated
in the years 2000-2001 by Arneborg46. The site was classified as a medium- large farm.
This was a trench excavation.
Dated samples
Two samples of birch charcoal were collected from the churchyard. Sample 14 was
collected in grave 4 and sample 15 in grave 9.
14) AAR-7885 Betula cf. Pubescens (birch) 1095 ± 29 BP, 897-988 AD, (1σ)
15) AAR-7886 Betula cf. Pubescens (birch) 1017 ± 30 BP, 997-1024 AD, (1σ)
The samples indicate activity in the landnám era, since they were taken from graves.
-E34, Qorlortoq
Presentation of the site
Ruin group E34 lies in fertile surroundings ca. 3 km from Tunulliarfik. The excavation
was undertaken by Qaqortoq Museum in 1997–98 to rescue mire deposits, which
42
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analysis and 14C dating of their bones’ 6.
43
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contained well preserved Norse remains. The site consists of 17 ruins.47 A total area of
70 m² was excavated. In 1997, 4 trenches— A, B, C, and D—each measuring 2 x 3 m,
were excavated. Trench A was located on dry ground to the west of the drainage ditch
dug by the sheep farmer—part of an activity area between the dwelling and the mire.
Trenches B, C and D were located to the east of the drainage ditch—out in the mire. In
1998, the excavation was expanded with the cutting of trenches E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M,
N, O, P, Q, and S. The 1 m wide trenches F and N represent an extension of trench A,
running up to the foot of the higher ground which was the site of the ruined dwelling.
The other trenches, with the exception of the small trench L, were located out in the
mire. Following removal of the grass turf, animal bones were recovered and recorded
according to individual 10 cm vertical spits ((layer 0–10, layer 10–20, layer 20–30,
etc.), in each square meter 48. The site was classified as a small-medium sized farm. The
samples were collected from a trench excavation.
Dated samples
Several bones were dated from Nyegaard’s excavation, but only those from the earlier
era will be considered. The results are listed in Nyegaard’s article, table 1 49. Both bone
samples were collected from the square 109/102, trench O. The first sample was
collected at level 269 in layer 30-40, while the second sample (showing very similar age
range) was collected from level 278 in layer 40-50. Sample 3 (bog moss) was collected
at the beginning of layer 1650 (in Schofield‘s article the area is marked as EF). Nyegaard
states that ‘six conventional radiocarbon dates obtained for peat samples taken from the
main section date the mire’s stratigraphy from bottom to top. The dates were obtained
for so-called bulk samples, i.e., samples from which the coarser roots and cultural
remains had been carefully removed.’51
16) CAMS-54420269 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 990 ± 40 BP, cal 986–1155 AD (2σ)
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17) Lab. no. E34-72 Ovis a./Capra h. (domestic sheep/goat) 970 ± 40 BP, cal 995–1159
AD (2σ)
18) K-7047 Sphagnum (bog moss) 1030 ± 40 BP, 895- 1150AD (2σ) (median cal
1022.5 AD)
Georg Nyegaard’s conclusion is that ‘the earliest cultural remains in the mire are
represented by scattered animal bones in the light brown fibrous fen peat, layer 16 in the
main section, the base of which is dated to AD 895–1150 cal. The bones occur almost
all the way down to the base of the layer and must originate from an occupation which
was contemporaneous with its accumulation. This conclusion is also supported by the
results of the pollen studies which indicate landnám activity at the site from the
beginning of the 11th century. The first inhabitants could then have been children or
grandchildren of the first immigrants to establish themselves along the shore of the
inner part of Tunulliarfik at the end of the 10th century.’52.
It is apparent that clear chronology of the trench 109/102 could not be established, as
the oldest samples are found in different layers. It should be noted as well that trench O
was not excavated in 10cm layers53 and Nyegaard further adds that ‘the dates from
square 109/102 indicate that the stratigraphy could have been disturbed in parts of the
bog. What was perceived as a uniform and complete stratigraphy throughout most of the
excavation trenches is perhaps in truth not so complete in all places. Even though this is
not apparent from the recorded sections, the possibility cannot be excluded that a
transverse section at right angles to the main section would have revealed some
discontinuities in the layers as a consequence of sporadic horizontal removal of peat.’54
This is confirmed by the last sample of bog moss as J. Edward Schofield et.al. state:
‘The vegetational changes apparent in pollen diagrams from E34 following Norse
landnám appear subtle, possibly as a result of the open and unstable nature of the
landscape in this area during the period prior to settlement. Nevertheless, the arrival of
the Norse did have a perceptible impact upon the Qorlortoq valley, notably in the
expansion of the area of grassland for stock grazing and probably also for hay
52
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production, an increase in numbers of agricultural ‘weeds’, and the expansion of plant
species previously absent from the native local flora (e.g. Rumex acetosella, Ranunculus
acris). The site possibly also provides the first direct evidence for peat cutting in Norse
Greenland, with the void created by peat removal subsequently being infilled through a
renewed episode of peat growth, and partly also through the dumping of domestic
refuse from the farm.’55
-E35 Qorlortup Itinnera Church
Presentation of the site
The farm is located in the vicinity of E34, just a few hundred meters up the valley. The
ruin site contains 12 ruins in total with a church, which has been considered as an early
family church. Holm described the ruin in 1880 and Nørlund undertook a small
excavation at the site, which confirmed that it was a church in 193256. Additional
excavations at the site took place in 2002-2003 at the direction of Arneborg57. Ruin I
was determined as the stable, ruin 2 as the dwelling, ruins 3-7 are designated as
outhouses and ruin 4 as the church. Ruins 8-12 have not been excavated58. The site was
classified as a medium sized farm with a church. This was a trench excavation.
Dated samples
Human bone samples were found in the churchyard in different graves. Sample 19
comes from grave 9, sample 20 from grave 5 and sample 21 from grave 3.
19) AAR-7882 homo sapiens (human bone) 1095 ± 35 BP, 983-1022 AD, (1σ)
20) AAR-7883 homo sapiens (human bone) 1207 ± 36 BP, 1009-1042 AD, (1σ)
21) AAR-7884 homo sapiens (human bone) 1171 ± 32 BP, 1003-1033 AD, (1σ)
The human bone samples from the churchyard indicate landnám era activity, which
corresponds with the site itself- small family owned churches were predominant for the
early period of the settlement.59
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-E39 Qinngua
Presentation of the site
The site was first recorded in 1895 by Bruun and it contains 30 ruins. The large size of
the site with a floor space exceeding 4,500 m2, including three dwellings and several
byres of extraordinary length, suggests that the ruins represent a farm complex that was
once of considerable importance.60 The site was classified as a large farm. This was a
trench excavation.
Dated samples
A peat sample (monolith) was cut around 100m southeast of the ruin of the presumed
church. Two samples were dated to landnám period and Schofield adds that ‘It was
clear from visual examination of exposed sections nearby that peat deposits are not
extensive. The organic stratum sampled appears to have accumulated within a small
hollow. Such deposits are common throughout southwest Greenland where fens, the
predominant peat-forming plant communities, are frequent but cover limited areas, and
raised bogs do not occur.’61
22) SUERC-10506 humic acid-peat 1150 ± 35 BP, cal 780–980 AD (2σ)
23) SUERC-10507 humic acid-peat 1115 ± 35 BP, cal 780–1020 AD (2σ)
Schofield concludes that ‘the onset of peat formation at Qinngua is dated to 1115 ± 35
B.P. (SUERC-10507; cal. A.D. 780–1020). Peat may accumulate in response to a
number of factors including pedogenesis, climate change, and the influence of people
and grazing animals (Moore 1993). In this case determining the cause proves difficult as
it requires prior information about earlier vegetation communities which is not available
through the pollen record; the sub-peat sediment is a coarse-grained sand which is
palynologically barren. Given the timing, however, a possible link to the first Norse
settlers in AD 985 should not be discounted.’62
-E47 Igaliku, Garðar
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Presentation of the site
The site was excavated in 1926 by Poul Nørlund. Arneborg describes the site as
follows: ‘Garðar was by far the largest farm in the Norse settlements. The farm was
built on the vast lush plain at the head of the fjord within easy access of both
Tunulliarfik and Igaliku fjords. The Greenland bishop lived here in the period from
about 1200 to 1378, and the farm shows all the signs of belonging to the small group of
wealthy farms in Greenland. Besides the church, the farm had a large banqueting hall
where the bishop and/or the farmer could entertain their guests. With easy access to the
sea, there were several large stone-built warehouses for commodities intended for the
North European market’.63 The site was classified as a high-status farm. The excavation
was done in an open field area.
Dated samples
The two animal samples are walrus skulls and were collected during excavations of the
site in 1926. Arneborg also notes that ‘almost all of the animal samples in our study
come from bones that no longer have their original find numbers, making it impossible
to determine precisely where they were found. A number of walrus skulls probably all
come from the churchyard east of the church but were deposited in a midden prior to the
establishment of the churchyard’64.
24) AAR-6141 Obdobenus rosmarus (walrus) 1430 ± 30 BP, cal 1005-1045 AD, (1σ)
25) AAR-6142 Obdobenus rosmarus (walrus) 1420 ± 35 BP, cal 1010-1050 AD, (1σ)
Walrus was most likely only hunted for tusks, as Degerbøl concludes: ‘the walrus is
represented by skull fragments of at least ten individuals. From the churchyard, east of
the cathedral, come seven facial parts, the side-walls in towards the large alveolar
cavities of the tusks are fractured, having undoubtedly been broken purposely in order
to pull out the valuable tusks. Of the latter there is a sawn-off stump, i.e. the knurled
part projecting into the root cavity; apparently there was no use for it and it was thrown
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away’65. The dating of walrus bones shows us that settlement occurred here in the
landnám era, even before it became the episcopal seat.
Close to the Garðar ruin site another excavation was undertaken on the meadow, as will
be described below.
Presentation of the site
The excavation was done in the year 2012 by Orri Vésteinsson et.al. around 100 m east
of the great byre at the Igaliku ruin site. Several smaller trenches were dug, but area A
and area B were the largest excavation sites. As Vésteinsson reports, ‘area A is 10x8 m
in size, its eastern edge determined by the in-filled ditch (the LoE set about 1 m from
the western edge of that ditch) and its location determined by the greatest density of
charcoal and stone. Excavated contexts in Area A were numbered from 001 to 039’66
while ‘area B was originally 5x5 m in size and later extended by 2 m to the south to
become 7x5 m. It was placed over the location of T9 which had produced by far the
largest volume of finds, to cover the area between it and T3 which also had considerably
greater find density than T13, T7, T2, T10 or T10. Excavated contexts in Area B were
numbered from 501 to 507’.67 The excavation was done in an open field area.
Dated sample
The sample was gathered from the wood chip layer from area B. It was from level 1004,
just above the natural substrata level (1005).
26) AAR-17478 (hazelnut) 983 ± 25 BP, cal 995-1153 AD (1σ), 996-1153 AD (2σ)
As Magdalena Schimd concludes: ‘the chronological model for Igaliku is based on all
14 AMS radiocarbon dates which derive from two archaeological layers found in areas
A and B; the wood-chip layer is stratigraphically below the charcoal horizon. A
boundary is introduced between the start of the occupation and the archaeological
deposits to allow for the possibility of discontinuity of deposition. Within the wood-chip
layer two stratigraphically related samples are found within area A and form a sequence.
Nine samples are found within area B; however, their exact relationship is not known,
and the samples are therefore placed into the same phase. Three stratigraphically related
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samples from the charcoal deposit overlay the samples from the wood-chip layer and
form a sequence.’68 She also argues that the modelled date for the occupation of the site
is 973-1171. This would mean that the site was occupied in the landnám era. She also
states however that ‘a hazelnut, derives from a spit from the wood-chip layer. Its
modelled radiocarbon date only barely falls under the 60% agreement. It may indicate
that the nut was old when deposited or that the layer is mixed’69 therefore landnám
occupation cannot be proven.
-E60 Isortarfik
Presentation of the site
The ruin site was first noted in 1895 by Bruun and it consists of five ruins. Simpson
describes the site as follows: ‘E60 is located by a small bay on the eastern side of the
inner Igalikup Kangerlua; the main cluster of ruins – with a small infield in front – is
located on small patch of grassland sloping very gently right down to the fjord. To the
east the terrain continues to rise gently over the next c. 200-250m but is littered with
stones and boulders between rocky outcrops; the remaining ruins are found here at some
distance from the farmstead.’70 The site was classified as a small farm and the samples
were collected in a trench excavation in 2013. It is unknown at present from which layer
the samples were taken.
Dated samples
Two charcoal samples from either birch or spruce were collected at the site and dated. It
is at present not published which sample belongs to which tree species. They were
collected at the homefield and are presented in Madsen’s PhD thesis71.
27) SUERC-52504 charcoal 1108 ± 25 BP, cal 897-975 AD (1σ), 887-991 AD (2σ)
28) SUERC-52508 charcoal 1070 ± 29 BP, cal 906-1016 AD (1σ), 896-1021 AD (2σ)
As Simpson et.al. conclude, ‘ruin group E60 appears to have been a very modest
farmstead, which also corresponds with the rather miserable surrounding vegetation.
Based on the poor preservation of the ruins, there is even a chance that the site, or at
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least the surrounding store-houses, functioned as a full-shieling associated with the
production of meadow-hay. In that case, the only nearby larger farmstead the E60 can
have belonged to is E63/Iterlak just over the ridge.’72 Charcoal samples indicate activity
in the landnám era.
-E64a Church, Innoqquasaq Vatnahverfi
Presentation of the site
In 1911 reverend Erik Jespersen located, and provided description and plans of a new
ruin group E64a. In 1962 Vebæk surveyed the ruin site and located the church (ruin 6).
Arneborg describes the ruin site at E64a as follows: ‘Twelve ruins have been recorded
on the site including a dwelling, byre, stable, barn, and other outhouses. The church
(ruin 6) is very similar to other small churches (E29a, E35). It is built of stones and turf.
The circular churchyard surrounding the church measured ~20 m across. Archaeological
excavations in the churchyard in 2008 and 2010 exposed in situ single graves, several
reburials, and a common grave containing 15 individuals. Arm positions of the dead and
radiocarbon dates indicate that the churchyard was established immediately after
settlement and was in use until about AD 1200. Three samples are from the common
grave. Two samples are from immediately above the common grave, and the remaining
4 are from individual burials.’73 The site was classified as a medium sized farm with a
church. The excavation was done in an open field area.
Dated samples
Radiocarbon dates of skeletons in the common grave and of the skeletons just above the
grave indicate a date from before AD 1000. All three samples were collected from the
ruin 64a, from the common grave74. The three presented samples are of human molars.
29) AAR-12967 homo sapiens (human) 1089 ± 30 BP, cal 898-990 AD (1σ), 893-1014
AD (2σ)
30) AAR-12968 homo sapiens (human) 1153 ± 31 BP, cal 784 -965 AD, (1σ), 779-972
AD (2σ)
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31) AAR-12969 homo sapiens (human) 1089 ± 30 BP, cal 898-900 AD, (1σ), 893- 1014
AD (2σ)
Arneborg concludes that E64 is one of the earliest sites on Greenland as high traces of
non-local individuals could be found at the site mostly coming from Iceland being the
1st generation in addition to the 2nd generation, born in Greenland75.
-E66 Igaliku Kujalleq, Undir Höfða
Presentation of the site
Arneborg describes the site as follows: ‘The Norse farm E66 lies alongside a minor inlet
on the south-eastern side of Igaliku fjord. The farm is situated on a large, heavily
vegetated plain on a route leading to the large inland area of Vatnahverfi, which extends
over 500 km2. More than 20 ruins have been recorded at E66; the farm has an associated
church and is regarded as one of the largest in the Eastern Settlement.’76 The site was
classified as a high- status farm. From the published information available we cannot
ascertain where and from which layer the sample was taken and in what kind of
excavation it was obtained.
Dated sample
A charcoal sample of unknown tree species has been dated.
32) K-4575 charcoal 1120 ± 70 BP, cal 880-1010 AD, (1σ)
Madsen argues in his PhD thesis that ‘standing out as the single church manor, there is
no doubt that Igaliku Kujalleq/ undir Höfða was the magnate farmstead of the region,
i.e. a parish center with supra-local authority and economy, at least in a later stage of
settlement.’77 The dated sample above could indicate that the site was occupied in the
early landnám era.
-E75 Taseq Ammalortoq
Presentation of the site
In his report Smiarowski describes the site as follows: ‘this inland site is unique among
the sites investigated during this project in Vatnahverfi area. It comprises of three
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dwelling structures clearly visible in the topography of the terrain, that are located
within 25-50 meters from one another, and a number of associated farm buildings. The
dwellings are placed on similarly low altitude on a gently south sloping side of a
mountain. This site overlooks a river that flows from a small lake to the S-W of the site,
towards another lake (Taseq Ammalortoq) in the east. The three dwellings are very
similar to each other and it is probable that they are contemporary. Since there is not
much flat terrain around them for a prosperous home field, it is possible that these were
shielings belonging to different farms and functioning at the same time’78. The site was
classified as a medium sized farm. This was a trench excavation.
Dated sample
It is unclear from the available documentation whether the sample was taken in the 2008
excavation, or at any other date. A charcoal sample of unknown tree species was found.
33) Ua-1124 charcoal 1130 ± 80 BP, cal 780-1000 AD (1σ)
The sample indicates activity in the early landnám era.
-E80b Kanassut
Presentation of the site
The site was first noted by Holm in 1883 and is described as being ‘located on the
northern shores in the inner part of the nicely sheltered bay of Kanassut, which is fairly
shallow, especially at its head. Low mountains circle the inlet with slopes mostly
covered by dwarf-shrub vegetation, but in places with some grass and, especially near
the main cluster of ruins E80a, patches of meadow. Towards the north, at wide pass
with a large river offers access to inland pasture areas and, if one continues, passage to
either E79 or the head of the Qaqortup Imaa (Hvalsey Fjord).’79 The site was divided
into three units of ruins, divided as E80a, E80b and E80c by Gulløv.80 The two samples
were collected from ruin group E80b which consist of a dwelling and 18 ruins. The site
as a whole was classified as a large farm. This was a trench excavation.
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Dated samples
Two birch charcoal samples were collected in the homefield in 2013 and are published
in Madsen’s PhD thesis81. At present it is unknown from which layer the sample was
taken.
34) SUERC-52509 Betula cf. Pubescens (birch) 1105 ± 29 BP, cal 897-980 AD (1σ),
885-1012 AD (2σ)
35) SUERC-52510 Betula cf. Pubescens (birch) 1037 ± 26 BP, cal 990-1020 AD (1σ),
906-1031 AD (2σ)
The dated charcoal samples indicate an early landnám activity and Simpson et.al.
conclude that ‘with 25 registered ruins, ruin group E80 would appear a very large
farmstead. However, as discussed, the site seems to consist of three units: E80a with
dwelling and 3 ruins, E80b with dwelling and 18 ruins, and E80c with dwelling and 3
ruins. The smaller E80a and E80c both lie ca. 800m from the larger ruin E80b, which
appears to short a distance for them to have functioned as shielings. In all likelihood,
then, E80a and E80c were small dependent farms to E80b; neither of them had an
identified byre. With a total of 19 ruins, E80b must in itself still be considered a
substantial farmstead.’82
-E89a
Presentation of the site
The ruin site was first recognized by Holtved in 1932. It consists of five ruins and ‘is
located at the head of a very deep and perfectly sheltered inlet; the mouth of the inlet –
some 1.7 km from ruin group – is only some 100 meters wide, where after it opens up
into a lake-like basin. At the head of this basin is a horseshoe green shaped valley,
which upon closer inspection proves to be less fertile than first perceived, the valley is
dominated by mire and dwarf shrub heath. The ruins lie at the head of the inlet, very
close to shore and right next to a small stream.’83 The site was classified either as a
small farmstead or a full shieling. This was a trench excavation. At present more
information cannot be given because it is not given in the available reports.
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Dated sample
One sample of birch charcoal was collected form the homefield in 2013 and is
published in Madsen’s PhD thesis.84
36) SUERC-52532 Betula cf. Pubescens (birch) 1138 ± 29 BP, cal 882-970 AD (1σ),
856-983 AD (2σ)
As Simpson et. al. conclude: ‘With 5 registered ruins, one of them a moderate sized
dwelling, ruin group E89a probably represents a very small farmstead, or perhaps even
a full shieling. The small size of the farm corresponds with the meagre vegetation found
near the site.’85
-E96 Saqarmiut
Presentation of the site
This ruin group was first noted by Holm in 1883. It consists of 15 ruins. It is described
as follows: ‘About two thirds into the Uunartoq fjord the mountain Innap Qava
(1110m.a.s.l.) juts out into the fjord as a small peninsula; ruin group E96 is located at
the southern foot of this mountain. There, the terrain slopes gently from the fjord over
the first ca. 300m, thereafter quickly steepening. Most of the ruins are found on the edge
of the flat part of the slope just where it begins to steepen. Although the flat part of the
slope appears green, it turns out to be swampy and vegetated by low dwarf shrub heath.
The only patches of real grassland are found near the dwelling.’ 86 The site was
classified as a medium sized farm. This was a trench excavation. At present more
information cannot be given because it is not given in the available reports.
Dated sample
Two birch charcoal samples were collected in the homefield in 2013 and were published
in Madsen’s PhD thesis87, but only one falls in the landnám period.
37) SUERC-52533 Betula cf. Pubescens (birch) 1061 ± 26 BP, cal 973-1017 AD (1σ),
900-1023 AD (2σ)
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Simpson et.al. conclude that ‘the close inspection of the ruins show that they are mostly
small and narrow buildings, and the dwelling of small size, rather indicating a type of
fairly modest farmstead accentuating sheep- and goat herding, which would also
correlate well with surrounding rather poor vegetation.’88 The dated sample indicates
occupational activity in the landnám era.
-E149 Narsarsuaq
Presentation of the site
The Norse farm E149 at Narsarsuaq in Uunartoq Fjord was first identified by Poul
Nørlund and later interpreted by C.L.Vebæk as the Benedictine convent, based on his
excavation of the farm in 1945-46 and in 1948. It consists of 21 dispersed ruins.
Arneborg argues however that ‘neither the buildings, which resemble all other Norse
farms, nor the artefacts recovered, provide any indications that the farm at Narsarsuaq
had any special function, and none indicate that it served as a convent.’89 The ruin site is
situated on a peninsula between Lichtenau Fjord and Uunartoq Fjord in the less densely
inhabited southern part of the Norse Eastern Settlement. The site lies close to the hot
springs on the island of Uunartoq. These springs may have been one of the attractions
and perhaps even formed part of the economic basis of the farm. The site was classified
as a high-status farm. The overall excavation was done in an open field area. At present
more information cannot be presented because it is not given in the available reports.
Dated sample
One sample of scots pine was dated.
38) K-5572 Pinus sylvestris (scots pine) 1060 ± 70 BP, cal 895-1010 AD (1σ)
All other dated samples of human bones have yielded far later dates. This dated sample
could belong to driftwood and therefore at this time no conclusive evidence is given for
the occupation of the site in the landnám era.
- E167 Abel’s farm, Vatnahverfi
Presentation of the site
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About 3 kilometers away from Russip Kuua lies another site in the Vatnahverfi area in a
small mountain valley. The ruin site is designated as E167, also referred to as Abel’s
Farm. The archaeological excavations were conducted at the site under the direction of
Vebæk in 1949.90 He registered 15 ruins, which are generally well preserved. The site
of ruin 1 (the dwelling) and 2 was overgrown by grass and willow and excavations
discovered indications of an older ruin in between them.91 Room I was most likely
divided into room 1a and room 1b and was built of stone and turf with 2m high and 22.5m thick walls. It is unclear if this division was done in the later period or in the early
stage of the dwelling. The floor is quite densely covered in slabs. Room II was
designated as a kitchen; two niches were found in the north wall which had fireplaces in
them. Compared to room I not many slabs were found. Room III was designated as the
main hall for two reasons- firstly it is the biggest room in the whole dwelling and
secondly a long fire place was found. Many slabs were found on the floor and at the
south wall. It was also observed that the south wall had two building periods92. Sample
39 was collected at the dwelling (ruin I, room III). The site was classified as a medium
sized farm. The excavation was done in an open field area.
Dated sample
Based on the artefacts found at the site Arneborg dates the farm to after 1200 93; there is
however, one radiocarbon date that indicates activities in the landnám era.
39) AAR-6134 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 1090 ± 30 BP, cal 900-990 AD (1σ)
The dwelling was built and rebuilt in several phases, and it is impossible to establish a
reliable chronology based on the publications available. Earlier phases of the building
have been found however and along with the radiocarbon dating we can say, with some
certainty, that this site was occupied in the landnám era94 and was certainly occupied
well after that period.
-E168 Zucerip Tasia
Presentation of the site
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The site is located on a flat plateau near the north-western shore of lake Zucerip Tasia.
There is a large dwelling with several rooms visible on the surface at this site. This large
area with lush vegetation just southwest of the dwelling is a classic example of middens
recognizable in topography of the terrain. It is flat, and it seems that there has not been
much disturbance on the site since Norse abandonment. Several cores were drilled
around the building to confirm the midden location. The midden was located SW from
the dwelling and the cores revealed some well and poorly preserved bone fragments.
The greatest thickness of the midden deposits encountered was 99cm, located under ca.
38 cm of windblown silt. A single fragment of wood and a piece of birch bark were
identified in a context with charcoal, in one of the cores.95 The site was classified either
as a small farm or as a large complex shieling. This was a trench excavation.
Dated sample
One charcoal sample of unknown tree species was dated. It is unknown if the sample is
from the 2008 excavation.
40) Ua-1125 charcoal 1130 ± 85 BP, cal 900-940 AD (1σ)
The sample indicates activity in the early landnám era.
-E172 Tatsipataakilleq
Presentation of the site
Madsen et.al. present the ruin site as follows: ‘E172 was first surveyed in 2005 as part
of the Vatnahverfi Project, but during the excavation of the midden by ruin 10 in 2009,
new ruins and features were located and surveyed. The majority of the ruins of E172 lie
around a small cove about half way out the Igaliku Fjord, a place which may be
considered the entrance to the valley that runs SW-NE through the entire length of
central Vatnahverfi. Deposition of alluvial silt from the glaciers coming down from the
icecap is clearly visible in the eroded seawall on the beach and must be the main
contributing reason for the considerable thickness of the soils and apparent
productiveness of the immediately surrounding grassland. With the ruins discovered in
2009, E172 now numbers 21 Norse ruins in all and its interpretation as a middle-sized
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farm in the smaller end of the scale must be re-evaluated.’96 The site was classified as a
medium- large farm. This was a trench excavation.
Dated samples
All samples were taken from the midden and are published in Madsen‘s PhD thesis97.
The dated material is unknown at present.
41) SUERC-33587 1050+/-35 BP, cal 900-1030 AD (1σ), 890-1030 AD (2σ)
42) SUERC-33588 1080+/-35 BP, cal 890-1020 AD (1σ), 890-1020 AD (2σ)
43) SUERC-33589 1035+/-35 BP, cal 975-1025 AD (1σ), 890-1120 AD (2σ)
These samples confirm that the initial activity at the settlement began in the early
landnám era.
-E294 Ulvesøen
Presentation of the site
The site was registered by Ove Bak in 1969. It consists of 9 ruins, with ruin 3 being the
dwelling.98 It is unknown when the presented sample was collected. It was classified as
a small farm.
Dated samples
One charcoal sample of unknown tree species was dated.
44) Ua-1127 charcoal 1155 ± 85 BP, cal 780-980 AD (1σ)
The charcoal sample would indicate early landnám activity.
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2.2 Western settlement

-W48, Niaquusat
Presentation of the site
Arneborg states that the ‘farm lies on the sunny side of the fjord in an oasis of lush
vegetation comprising herbs, angelica, and willow. Relatively steep crags surround the
site on three sides, and the farm area itself was limited.’99 The midden at the farm at
Niaquusat, situated at the mouth of Ameralla fjord, was investigated in 1976–1977.
Three ruins have been found at the site. Two main trenches were dug running downhill
from the central farm building. Trench A was excavated in 1976 under the direction of
Jeppe Møhl, and trench CD was excavated in 1977 under direction of Tom McGovern.
This central 2 x 6 m trench (the CD-unit) was excavated in front of the main building
complex parallel to the 1976 A-unit. The CD-trench was dug in 2.5 cm layers and the
finds were collected from 1 x 1 m squares in 10 cm layers100. It was further divided into
three analytical units (AU): ‘Analytic unit I (AU I) represents deposits from the period
ca. A.D. 1000- 1100, AU II ca. A.D. 1100-1250, and AU III ca. A.D. 1250-1350’.101
Both trenches contained deposits extending from the initial settlement around AD 1000
to the abandonment of the Western Settlement in the second half of the 14th century.102
The purpose of excavation was to examine the economy of the farm. Animal bones and
other fragments were collected systematically.103 The site was classified as a small farm.
The samples were collected from a trench excavation.
Dated samples
Out of 44 dated bones only two samples fall into the category of the early landnám era,
while the rest indicate later activity. Sample 45 was taken from the CD trench (D9), the
next three from A trench (layer A9) and sample 49 from A trench as well (layer A10).
45) CAMS- 62000 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 950 ± 40 BP, cal 1000–1190 AD (1σ)
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46) AAR-6104 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 945 ± 30 BP, cal 1025-1160 AD (1σ)
47) AAR-6099 Bos taurus (domestic cattle) 930 ± 35 BP, cal 1030-1160 AD (1σ)
48) AAR-6103 Rangifer tarandus (reindeer) 1165 ± 45 BP, cal 780-960 AD (1σ)
49) AAR-6106 Odobenus rosmarus (walrus)1535 ± 50 BP, cal 875–990 AD (1σ)
Arneborg concludes that ‘it seems clear that the interpretation of the accumulation and
dating of the cultural deposits in the midden units at Niaquusat is more complicated
than first believed. The spatial distribution cannot be looked upon in a vertical
perspective only, and chronologically the deposits cannot be considered to have
accumulated in uninterrupted continuity from ca. 1000 to ca. 1350. The excavated parts
of the midden seem to have been out of use for long or short periods. The midden
around the farm complex was excellent for turf cutting, and material from demolished
parts of the building and mixed layers also have to be considered when discussing the
chronology of the midden deposits. When the animal bones from Niaquusat were
analyzed, only a few pieces of chronological evidence were available.’104
As she points out, ‘by dividing up the layers and heaps of the midden into the three
analytic units, a picture is also implicitly given of how the midden was built up. In spite
of the irregular nature of disposal, it is assumed that the heaps and layers of refuse
represented in the CD-unit were bedded continuously and regularly more or less parallel
to the natural surface. A closer examination of the stratigraphy of the CD-unit shows
that this was not quite so. In the CD-unit, the bottom layers are concentrated in the D9,
C9 and C10 units closest to the farmhouse. The accumulation then seems to have shifted
to the lower parts of the CD-unit, to units CD12, CD13 and CD14, to end up more or
less spread over the entire unit. The relative stratification does not tell us the speed of
accumulation in the unit, but the find of a double-sided comb (KNK 985x21) in unit
C12 indicates that accumulation was not as fast as implied when defining the analytic
units. Compared to similar Scandinavian finds, the comb must be dated to after 1200,
but the comb was found in Niaquusat in a layer that forms part of AU I (ca. 1000-1100).
New radiocarbon datings (K-4730-4740) also seem to support the assumption that both
the spatial and chronological accumulation of the CD-unit was not as simple and regular
as first believed. Roughly, according to the radiocarbon datings, the bottom layers of
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units CD9 and CIO can be dated to 1000-1100, whereas the bottom layers in CD12,
CD13 and CD14 date to after 1200.’105
Description of finds
A steatite rim, most likely a fragment of a spherical bowl was found in the midden and
is represented in layers that can be dated from 1000 AD onwards.106 A fragment of a
single sided comb was found in the midden’s undated layers (very similar to the one
found at GUS) and a pin made out of bone, possibly used as a dress pin was found in
the midden’s layers dated on typological grounds to the 11th century.107
-W51, Kilaarsarfik, Sandnes
Presentation of the site
Sandnes farm is considered to be the largest and the wealthiest in the Southern part of
the Western settlement. The farm itself was excavated in 1936 by Roussell.108 It consists
of seven ruins and Arneborg describes it as being ‘situated close to the shore at the head
of Ameralla fjord on the south-facing moraine slopes of the valley connecting Ameralla
fjord with Kapisillit fjord in the extensive Nuuk fjord system.’109 Dated samples
however were collected later, in a 1984 excavation conducted by McGovern: ‘Since
erosion was a major threat to this area of the site, the major 1984 excavation effort was
concentrated upon the eroding midden deposits south of House 4. Trench F I was unturfed as a 3 x 7 m rectangle, but only 17 m2 were carried to subsoil.110 The midden was
excavated between the dwelling house and the churchyard and was done as a trench
excavation. F I was established near the center of the existing midden deposit,
approximately 8 m down slope from the excavated entrance to the later phase house
(Roussell's House 4). Profiles were drawn of the four sides of the main F I unit and of
one face of a narrow 1932-1934 trench that had been dug through some of the deposits
in the center of the 1984 F I unit. The F I unit was dug in a combination of 5 cm levels
(measured from 1930 ground surface) and stratigraphic excavation. Plans of the exposed
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surface were drawn at approximately 10 cm intervals and running profiles were
maintained on several temporary balks as well as on the sides of the unit, mixing the
techniques of open area excavation with the more normal vertical approach usually
applied to midden deposits.’111 In this context unit F III is important as well, since one
sample is comes from there: ‘The F III unit was an extension of a 1930s test pit and
produced a small but quantifiable sample of bone. This material was apparently
generated by the stable complex just uphill of the F III unit. While the F III deposit was
mainly animal dung (both caprine and cattle), it also included domestic refuse and a
range of animal bones.’112 The site was classified as a high-status farm. The excavation
was done in an open area.
Dated samples
Human and animal bones were dated. Out of 74 dated samples113, only 3 show definite
origins in the early landnám era. They all belong to domesticated cattle. Samples 50 and
51 come from McGovern’s excavation in 1984 in the F I trench while sample 52 comes
from unit 3 (F III) that was not yet dated at the time of McGovern’s excavation.
50) AAR-5748 Bos Taurus (domestic cattle) ----- BP, cal 980-1020 AD (1σ)
51) AAR-5749 Bos Taurus (domestic cattle) ----- BP, cal 985-1029 AD (1σ)
52) AAR-5752 Bos Taurus (domestic cattle) ----- BP, cal 975-1020 AD (1σ)
Arneborg concludes that ‘on the basis of the artefacts discovered, the Sandnes farm was
most likely occupied from the landnám around 1000 AD up until the time of the
depopulation of the Western Settlement’.114
Description of finds
Roussell reports that almost 1200 small objects were found. The preservation of wooden
objects was excellent, which he ascribes to the frost in the wet soil. The finds were
concentrated especially in the midden and inside the ruins of the dwelling and in stable
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complex 5.115 Roussell reports however that the chronology of the finds could not be
established (beyond general dates 1000- 1300 AD) due to the soil conditions.116 In any
case ship remains, a few iron weapons, tools and implements, items being toys, games
and clothes, a few textiles, household utensils and various objects of unknown
designation were found at the site.
-W54 Nipaatsoq
Presentation of the site
The site consists of nine ruins. It is located on the North-western side of the Ameragdla
river delta. The site was first trial trenched by Meldgaard in 1950, but a larger scale
excavation was undertaken in 1976 by Andreasen. The ruin measures approximately
19x24 meters. Since the waste layers in the house were quite thin, all of the objects
must be from the last phase of the building. Objects from many different materials were
found, partly originating in Greenland (teeth, bones, soapstone, stone) and partly
originating outside of it (iron).117 It was classified as a small farm. The excavation was
done in an open field area.
Dated sample
The sample was taken during the 1976 excavation and consists of peat moss.
53) K-3833 Sphagnum (peat moss) 1050 ±70 BP, 900- 1030AD (1σ)
This sample would indicate that the farm was occupied in the landnám era and the same
is argued by McGovern et. al.118 There are dates that suggest later occupational activity
as well.119
-GUS
Presentation of the site
GUS (or Farm beneath the sand) was discovered in 1990 and excavated between 19911996 by Arneborg and Andreasen. ‘Unlike other known Norse ruins, no structures were
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visible on the surface, as they were covered by layers of sand and gravel up to 1.5 m in
thickness. The layers were probably the result of increased run-off, and consequent
increased sediment deposition, from the glacier Kangaasarsuup Sermia, which expanded
with The Little Ice Age.’120 The site was classified as a medium sized farm. The
excavation was done in an open field area.
Dated samples
51 samples were collected and numbered during the excavation.121 All bone samples
were collected from the dwelling, which in the last phase took the form of a centralized
farm.122 Four samples were collected in the first building on the site (room XVII, the
hall), built around 1000123 but are not carbon dated yet. It was typologically surmised
that ‘based on the building technique (the walls included only turf without stones) that
the hall was built in an early stage, since it used the same technique (turf walls without
stones) as was used in the earliest landnám era in Iceland.’124 One sample of seal bone
was collected in room XIII and an additional sample of birch charcoal was collected
from the stratigraphically oldest material excavated in room I. Room XIII is connected
to the hall on its northern side and constituted a dwelling.
54) AAR-3900 Phoca sp. Astragalus (seal) 1410 ±35 BP, cal 1005-1030 AD (1σ)
55) K-5824 Salix cf. G. Betula (willow/birch) 1030 ± 50 BP, cal 975-1025 AD (1σ)
An additional sample of a sheep bone can be considered (marked AAR- 3397), which
was also found in the hall, e.g. the earliest part of the structure. As Arneborg concludes:
‘according to the AMS dates the hall (XVII) must be dated in the period c. 1020-1200’.
This places the farm at the end of the landnám era. She also states that ‘At GUS, it was
possible, for the first time in the history of Norse archaeology, to uncover a Norse farm
extending from the initial settlement around 1000 AD to the last house on the site’125.
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Description of finds
At GUS artefacts were found in several rooms but only a few have been dated. Starting
with the hall, just to the left of the entrance a bone pin and a hook of an antler bone was
found and around the central fireplace a weight of steatite- a possible firestone- was
found. Finds from everyday activities in the hall include the rim of a steatite vessel, a
stave from a coopered wooden vessel, the bottom of a wooden box, another piece of
firestone (chalcedony), a piece of steatite with a hole in it and a possible fragment of a
spindle whorl were found. The steatite rim could possibly be dated to the year 1000 AD
onwards, since similar finds at other ruin sites (W48, W54) were found in layers, dated
to the period mentioned above. Finds regarding personal belongings from the hall
include a single sided comb (which could belong to the second phase of the hall). The
combs of this type were used in Scandinavia from the Viking age to the beginning of
the 13th century.126
Room XIII consists of two phases. The phases are separated by a thick layer of twigs
and turf pieces. In the older phase the room was bigger but was abandoned after some
time. New room XIII (phase two) was smaller. Arneborg describes the problems with
identifying which finds can be attributed to which phase: ‘most of the finds certainly
belong to the lower part of the room XIII, and the problem is to separate the find from
the first phase of the room form the finds from the twig layer above.’ 127 The lowest
layers which mark the first phase of the room are indicated by level c. 5.66-5.80. In the
first phase the room served as living quarters indicated by a fireplace, wooden staves
from coopered vessels and a sherd from a steatite vessel. The only artefacts that could
be possibly dated were three single-sided combs. Based on the decoration on one of
them (identical to a comb found in Lund, dated to c. 1000-1050) and the level it was
found, it would seem that the comb belongs to the floor of the first phase and therefore
to the landnám period.
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3. DISCUSSION
In the catalogue of dates presented above a geographical disparity can be noted. An
overwhelming amount of reliable dated landnám samples were found in the Eastern
settlement- 21 out of 25. In the 70sand 80s the focus has shifted somehow to the
Western settlement as well but it has only produced 4 radiocarbon dates. We can see
that the vast majority of all sites are situated in the south of Greenland in the Eastern
Settlement. This area was therefore settled in greater extent than the Western
Settlement. Because it is larger it therefore contains more material to research. As
shown in this thesis below (table 1 versus table 2) and in Madsen’s PhD thesis, the
research intensity has been far greater regarding the Eastern settlement. This might also
be attributed to the fact mentioned in the written sources (namely Eírikur rauði saga
and Grænlendiga saga), where supposedly the Eastern settlement was settled first. Early
research might be concerned with finding these ‘saga farms’, such as Brattahlið or
Herjólfsnes and archaeologists of late 19th -early 20th centuries would start looking for
them at the South of Greenland. Although they did find the mentioned sites, this thesis
shows that both settlements were settled at the same times, albeit to a different extent.
If we look at samples 6 (table 1) and 49 (table 2) we can observe that both belong in a
very similar time frame. Both suggest the settlement occurred in the landnám era and
this is also supported by other samples from the Western Settlement.
Since the Eastern settlement has seen more archaeological excavations, more samples
could be collected from the area as well. This is seen in the thesis accordingly. Out of
all presented sites, four belong to small farms in the Eastern Settlement and two in the
Western. Medium sized sites consist of nine samples (with two being classified as
small-medium sized) in the Eastern settlement and one in Western. Medium- large size
farms consist of one site in the Eastern settlement and large- high status farms consist of
seven sites in the Eastern Settlement and one in the Western. Samples from medium
sized farms are therefore most commonly radiocarbon dated, followed by large- high
status farms. The fewest radiocarbon samples were collected at small farms. As the
thesis shows large- high status farms were settled in the initial period as well. Madsen
argues that these farms have most likely became even wealthier in the later periods,
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when the governance of the farms was centralized.128 Overall, we can see that the data
distribution is quite evenly spread amongst the large-high status farms and smallmedium ones. Three other dated samples were collected from churchyards or graves .
The site that received the most attention regarding its earlier phases is E17. This site
contains the most complete set of data and was typologically and radiocarbon dated to
the initial settlement period. It furthermore contained substantial material remains, at
least relatively speaking compared to the rest of presented ruin sites. The site was first
dated typologically (relative dating) therefore we can trace the development of the farm
from its beginnings which, according to radiocarbon dating (absolute dating) occurred
in the landnám period. The only other example of a site where similarly extensive
archaeological research has been conducted is Farm Beneath the Sand (GUS), located in
the Western settlement. As with Narsaq, GUS is a medium- sized farm. Typological
development of the dwelling could be followed to the initial period, which was
confirmed by a radiocarbon dating of birch. No dates have been provided yet on the
earliest phase of the site however and so we cannot place the GUS to the initial landnám
period absolutely.
Other samples present specific problems. An example can be taken of a charcoal sample
from E294, which would indicate a much earlier occupation. Something similar has
occurred in the context of dating the settlement of Iceland. Charcoal samples were
collected at the centre of Reykjavik and dated consistently to about 780 AD.
Sveinbjörnsdóttir et.al. state that this occurred because 'the wood collected by the first
settlers in Iceland to build their fire had very likely been dead, possibly for more than a
century. This makes “Settlement” wood unsuited for 14C dating as it can be much older
than the archaeological context. Work in progress indicates that the supply of old
firewood was gradually exhausted, thus reducing the age offset of charcoal samples
from the following centuries.129 Something similar could have happened in Greenland,
as we know driftwood was present there, which is indicated by the sample collected at
E149- scots pine, which is not native to Greenland. An additional problem are the finds
themselves. Norse Viking age finds are very rare in Greenland and they are often not
found in the landnám layers even though they can be dated to the initial period based on
its artistic, linguistic or typological features.
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Site designation
E1
E2
E17

Size of the farm
High status farm
Two medium sized
farms
Medium sized farm

E29a

High status farm

E33

Medium-large farm

E34

Small-medium sized
farm

E35

Medium sized farm

E39

Large sized farm

E47

High status farm

Meadow
E60

Small sized farm

E64a

Medium sized farm

E66
E75

High status farm
Small-medium sized
farm
Large sized farm

E80b
E89a
E96
E149
E167
E168

E172

E294
Total: 21

Small sized farm
Medium sized farm
High status farm
Medium sized farm
Small sized farm/
possibly a complex
shieling
Medium sized farm

Small farm
Small farms:4
Small-medium sized
farm: 2
Medium
sized
farms: 7
Mediumlarge
sized farm:1
Large-high
status
farms: 7

Sample number
1) AAR-8295
2) SUERC-8916

Calculated dates AD
781-958 AD (1σ)
890–1030 AD (2σ)

3) K-5904
4) K-5905
5) AAR-6107
6) AAR-6109
7) AAR-1267
8) AAR-1275
9) AAR-1571
10) AAR-1273
11) SUERC-11550
12) SUERC-11556
13) SUERC-11557
14) AAR-7885
15) AAR-7886
16) CAMS-54420269
17) Lab. no. E34-72
18) K-7047

Sample content
Birch
Blandow's helodium
moss
Willow
Birch
Pig bone
Sheep bone
Human bone
Human bone
Human bone
Cattle bone
Cattle bone
Cattle bone
Cattle bone
Birch
Birch
Cattle bone
Sheep/goat bone
Bog moss

19) AAR-7882
20) AAR-7883
21) AAR-7884
22) SUERC-10506
23) SUERC-10507
24) AAR-6141
25) AAR-6142
26) AAR-17478
27) SUERC-52504
28) SUERC-52508
29) AAR-12967
30) AAR-12968
31) AAR-12969
32) K-4575
33) Ua-1124

Human bone
Human bone
Human bone
humic acid-peat
humic acid-peat
Walrus bone
Walrus bone
Hazelnut
Charcoal (unknown)
Charcoal (unknown)
Human molar
Human molar
Human molar
Charcoal (unknown)
Charcoal (unknown)

983-1022 AD, (1σ)
1009-1042 AD, (1σ)
1003-1033 AD, (1σ)
780–980 AD (2σ)
780–1020 AD (2σ)
1005-1045 AD, (1σ)
1010-1050 AD, (1σ)
996-1153 AD (2σ)
887-991 AD (2σ)
896-1021 AD (2σ)
893-1014 AD (2σ)
779-972 AD (2σ)
893- 1014 AD (2σ)
880-1010 AD, (1σ)
780-1000 AD (1σ)

34) SUERC-52509
35) SUERC-52510
36) SUERC-52532
37) SUERC-52533
38) K-5572
39) AAR-6134
40) Ua-1125

Birch
Birch
Birch
Birch
Scots pine
Cattle bone
Charcoal (unknown)

885-1012 AD (2σ)
906-1031 AD (2σ)
856-983 AD (2σ)
900-1023 AD (2σ)
895-1010 AD (1σ)
900-990 AD (1σ)
900-940 AD (1σ)

Charcoal (unknown)

890-1030 AD (2σ)
890-1020 AD (2σ)
890-1120 AD (2σ)
780-980 AD (1σ)

41) SUERC-33587
42) SUERC-33588
43) SUERC-33589
44) Ua-1127
Total: 44

980 -1035 AD (1σ)
905-990 AD (1σ)
980-1020AD (1σ)
885–975 AD (1σ)
995–1043 AD (1σ)
894–996 AD (1σ)
909–1017 AD (1σ)
960–1040 AD (1σ)
890–1030 AD (2σ)
890– 1120 AD (2σ)
890– 1030 AD (2σ)
897-988 AD, (1σ)
997-1024 AD, (1σ)
986–1155 AD (2σ)
995–1159 AD
895- 1150AD (2σ)

Table 1: Presented dates from the Eastern Settlement
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Site designation
W48

Size of the farm
Small sized farm

W51

High status farm

W54
GUS

Small sized farm
Medium sized farm

Total: 4

Small farms:2
Medium
sized
farms:1
High status farms:1

Sample number
45) CAMS- 62000
46) AAR-6104
47) AAR-6099
48) AAR-6103
49) AAR-6106
50) AAR-5748
51) AAR-5749
52) AAR-5752
53) K-3833
54) AAR-3900
55) K-5824
Total:11

Sample content
Cattle bone
Cattle bone
Cattle bone
Reindeer bone
Walrus bone
Cattle bone
Cattle bone
Cattle bone
Peat moss
Seal bone
Birch

Dates
1000–1190 AD (1σ)
1025-1160 AD (1σ)
1030-1160 AD (1σ)
780-960 AD (1σ)
875–990 AD (1σ)
980-1020 AD (1σ)
985-1029 AD (1σ)
975-1020 AD (1σ)
900- 1030AD (1σ)
1005-1030 AD (1σ)
975-1025 AD (1σ)

Table 2: Presented dates from the Western Settlement
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4. CONCLUSION
The focus of this thesis was to establish which sites were settled in the initial landnám
period. It has presented these sites from the Eastern to the Western settlements, two
regions where Norse settlers occupied the land. It has also shown that most of the
archaeological research was done in the former with only token representation from the
latter (with one exception being GUS). The majority of the sites belonged to middle
sized farms, while the fewest samples come from small sized farms. Because the finds
discovered at some sites are so rare, dating can mostly be done typologically (relative)
or with the use of radiocarbon dating (absolute). The biggest problem however,
regarding the initial period is the lack of published research and unsystematic treatment
of radiocarbon dates already collected. Hopefully, unpublished data will be presented in
the future with more excavations and radiocarbon datings as well.
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